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Abstract Nanonetworks consist of nano-sized communi-

cating devices which are able to perform simple tasks at the

nanoscale. The limited capabilities of individual nanoma-

chines and the Terahertz (THz) band channel behavior lead

to error-prone wireless links. In this paper, a cross-layer

analysis of error-control strategies for nanonetworks in the

THz band is presented. A mathematical framework is

developed and used to analyze the tradeoffs between Bit

Error Rate, Packet Error Rate, energy consumption and

latency, for five different error-control strategies, namely,

Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ), Forward Error Correc-

tion (FEC), two types of Error Prevention Codes (EPC) and

a hybrid EPC. The cross-layer effects between the physical

and the link layers as well as the impact of the nanomachine

capabilities in both layers are taken into account. At the

physical layer, nanomachines are considered to communi-

cate by following a time-spread on-off keying modulation

based on the transmission of femtosecond-long pulses. At

the link layer, nanomachines are considered to access the

channel in an uncoordinated fashion, by leveraging the

possibility to interleave pulse-based transmissions from

different nodes. Throughout the analysis, accurate path loss,

noise and multi-user interference models, validated by

means of electromagnetic simulation, are utilized. In addi-

tion, the energy consumption and latency introduced by a

hardware implementation of each error control technique, as

well as, the additional constraints imposed by the use of

energy-harvesting mechanisms to power the nanomachines,

are taken into account. The results show that, despite their
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simplicity, EPCs outperform traditional ARQ and FEC

schemes, in terms of error correcting capabilities, which

results in further energy savings and reduced latency.

Keywords Nanonetworks � Terahertz band � Error
control � Pulse-based communication

1 Introduction

Nanotechnology is providing the engineering community

with a new set of tools to design and manufacture novel

nanoscale devices, which are able to perform simple tasks,

such as computation, data storing, sensing and actuation.

The integration of several of these nano-devices into a

single entity will enable the development of more advanced

nanomachines. By means of communication, these

nanomachines will be able to achieve complex tasks in a

distributed manner [2]. The resulting nanonetworks will

enable unique applications in the biomedical, industrial and

military fields, such as in-vivo health monitoring systems,

nanosensor networks for biological and chemical attack

prevention, or massive multi-core processing architectures

on chip [1].

Recent developments in the area of graphene-based nano-

electronics point to the Terahertz (THz) band (0.1–10 THz)

as the frequency band of communication for nano-de-

vices [4, 12]. The THz band provides nanomachines with an

unprecedentedly large bandwidth, which ranges from sev-

eral tens of GHz up to a few THz, and enables data trans-

missions at multi-Gigabits-per-second (Gbps) or even

Terabits-per-second (Tbps) [10, 17]. However, this comes at

the cost of a very high propagation loss, which given the

power constraints of energy-harvesting nanomachines [3,

11], results in a very short communication distance, usually

much below 1 m.

The low-power communication constraints of nanoma-

chines aggravate the effects of the THz-band channel and lead

to error-prone wireless links. The performance of traditional

error control schemes, such as Automatic Repeat reQuest

(ARQ) or Forward Error Correction (FEC) techniques, needs

to be analyzed in light of the peculiarities of nanonetworks.

For example, on the one hand, the long time needed to harvest

enough energy to retransmit a packet inARQmight render the

data useless. On the other hand, the majority of FEC mecha-

nisms are simply too complex for the expected computational

capabilities of the nanomachines, and can also result into

significant delay and energy consumption.

In parallel, new error control strategies have been

recently suggested, such as low-weight Error Prevention

Codes (EPCs). More specifically, it was shown in [9] that

the reduction of the average number of logic ones trans-

mitted per packet results in a decrease in the overall

molecular-absorption noise and interference powers.

However, the reduction of the coding weight requires the

transmission of longer data packets, which results in a

higher energy consumption both at the transmitter and the

receiver when compared to that of uncoded transmis-

sion [5, 6, 15]. Thus, there is a need for a unified cross-

layer error-control analysis, tailored to the peculiarities of

nanonetworks both on the nano-device side and the com-

munication side.

In this paper, a joint physical and link layer analysis of

error-control strategies for nanonetworks in the THz band

is presented. In particular, we develop a mathematical

framework and analyze the tradeoffs between Bit Error

Rate (BER), Packet Error Rate (PER), energy consumption

and latency, for five different error-control strategies,

namely, ARQ, for which we consider that a simple Cyclic

Redundancy Check (CRC) is added for error detection at

the receiver; FEC, based on the use of simple block codes

such as Hamming codes; two types of EPCs, for which we

consider the use of both constant and variable low-weight

channel codes, and a hybrid scheme (HEPC), which com-

bines both FEC and EPC.

Our analysis captures the peculiarities of the THz-band

channel, especially the impact of molecular absorption on

the signal propagation and noise. The physical layer is built

on top of a recently proposed modulation scheme based on

the transmission of femtosecond-long pulses spread in

time [13]. At the link layer, we consider that nanomachines

access the channel in an unregulated fashion as in [14], and

account for the impact of multi-user interference. Our

analysis also captures the impact on energy consumption

and delay introduced by the process of coding and

decoding even when utilizing simple error detection and

error correction codes. In addition, the impact of energy-

harvesting systems on the performance of the different

error-control strategies is also taken into account. The

mathematical models utilized in our framework have been

validated by means of electromagnetic simulations with

COMSOL Multi-physics [7]. The developed framework is

then utilized to provide a fair comparison of the afore-

mentioned error control techniques.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Sect. 2, we describe the different error-control techniques

for nanonetworks and motivate the need for the developed

joint physical and link layer analysis. In Sect. 3, we present

our mathematical framework. In particular, we provide

formulations for the BER, PER, energy consumption and

latency, and we investigate the impact of energy harvesting

and computational cost of each solution on the different

performance metrics. In Sect. 4, we numerically investi-

gate the performance of the different error control schemes

by utilizing the developed framework and we conclude the

paper in Sect. 5.
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2 Motivation and system model

Although there have been many studies on the performance

of error-control techniques for all sorts of wireless com-

munication networks, these are not valid for nanonetworks.

For example, in [19], a cross-layer analysis of error control

in micro/macro wireless sensor networks is conducted, by

taking into account the interdependencies between the

physical, link and network layers. However, this frame-

work cannot be used for nanonetworks because it does not

capture the behavior of the THz-band channel, the unique

physical layer of nanonetworks, or need for energy har-

vesting systems in nanomachines. Similar concerns arise

with the framework in [8], which is tailored to underwater

acoustic communication networks.

In this paper, we consider the following error-control

techniques, whose performance drastically depends on the

peculiarities of nanonetworks:

– Automatic repeat request: When using ARQ-based

techniques, the recovery from errors relies on the

retransmission of the failed packets. In the context of

nanonetworks, ARQ-based techniques are advanta-

geous because they offer minimal complexity. How-

ever, in case of frequent channel errors and, thus,

retransmissions, ARQ-based schemes suffer from sig-

nificant delay due to significant amount of time needed

to harvest energy for a new transmission [11]. In our

analysis, we will consider that a CRC field is added to

each transmitted packet for error detection at the

receiver. This CRC can be easily computed with a

combination of logic gates and registers.

– Forward error correction: FEC-based techniques rely

on the transmission of redundant bits within each

packet to help the receiver to recover the original bits

even in the presence of a few channel errors. In the

context of nanonetworks, only very simple error-

correcting codes should be considered, mainly due to

the very limited computational capabilities of nano-

devices. Otherwise, the coding/decoding delay as well

as the energy spent by the processor can significantly

affect the throughput. On the positive side, however,

for a target BER, FEC-based techniques allow the

system to properly operate with a lower signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) than ARQ-based techniques, and, thus,

increase the communication distance [19]. In this study

we will consider only very simple Hamming codes,

which can also be implemented by means of a

combination of logic gates and registers.

– Error prevention codes: The objective of EPC-based

techniques is to prevent channel errors beforehand.

This is achieved in nanonetworks by utilizing low-

weight codes [9], which can effectively mitigate both

the molecular absorption noise at THz-band frequen-

cies and the multi-user interference when utilizing a on/

off modulations. As a result, for the same transmitted

power, the SNR at the receiver is larger than when

using ARQ or FEC-type schemes. This can be lever-

aged to reduce the transmission power and, thus, save

energy or even reduce the packet latency or, as for

FEC, to increase the transmission distance. Neverthe-

less, the reduction of the coding weight results into the

transmission of longer codewords. While for the

transmitter this might not be a significant problem,

mainly because the number of transmitted pulses will

be expectedly low, it might become a problem for the

receiver, which consumes the same energy indepen-

dently of the type of symbol received. In our analysis,

we will consider two types of EPCs, namely, constant

low-weight codes, as in [9] and bounded low-weight

codes such as in [6].

– Hybrid error prevention codes: Traditional hybrid

error-control schemes combine ARQ with FEC

schemes to improve the error resilience. In our case,

however, given the impact of retransmissions, we focus

on combining the benefits of FEC and EPC instead.

This is achieved by designing a code that exhibits low-

weight but at the same time can guarantee a target

Hamming distance [15]. Ultimately, the idea is to

jointly exploit the higher SNR provided by EPC with

the lower SNR required by FEC to minimize the energy

consumption, in such a way that the energy harvesting

system does not become the bottleneck of the system.

This will be achieved at the cost of delay, as we will

discuss in Sect. 3.

3 Error-control analysis

3.1 Bit error rate

In this section, we derive the expressions for the BER for

nanosensors. We consider that nanosensors communicate

by using an on-off keying modulation spread in time (TS-

OOK) [13]. Under this scheme, logic ‘‘1’’s are transmitted

as very short pulses, just one hundred femtoseconds long,

whereas logic ‘‘0’’s are transmitted as silence. Under this

scheme, only one bit is transmitted per symbol and, thus,

we use the terms symbol and bit interchangeably.

The transmitted signals are attenuated and distorted by

the THz-band channel and, in addition, they suffer from

molecular absorption noise and multi-user interference.

More specifically, the signal power at the receiver, Prjx,

conditioned to the transmission of symbol x 2 0; 1½ � is

given by
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Prjx dð Þ ¼
Z
B

Sx fð Þ Hc f ; dð Þj j2 Hr fð Þj j2df ; ð1Þ

where d is the distance between the transmitter and the

receiver, Sx is the single-sided power spectral density

(p.s.d) of the transmitted signal corresponding to symbol x,

B stands for its bandwidth and f refers to frequency. Hc

refers to the THz-band channel frequency response, which

is given by

Hc f ; dð Þ ¼ c

4pfd

� �
exp � kabs fð Þd

2

� �
; ð2Þ

where c refers to the speed of light and kabs is the molecular

absorption coefficient of the medium. This parameter

depends on the molecular composition of the transmission

medium, i.e., the type and concentration of molecules

found in the channel, and is computed as in [10]. Hr in (1)

refers to the receiver frequency response, which we con-

sider an ideal low-pass filter with bandwidth B, for the time

being.

The molecular absorption noise at the receiver, N 0, is

additive, Gaussian, colored and correlated to the transmit-

ted signal [13]. The noise probability density function

(p.d.f.), fN 0 , conditioned to the transmission of symbol x 2
0; 1½ � is given by

fN 0 n0jX ¼ xð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pNx

p e�
1
2
n2

Nx ; ð3Þ

where n0 refers to noise and Nx stands for the molecular

absorption noise power when symbol x is transmitted,

which is obtained as

Nx dð Þ ¼
Z
B

SNx
f ; dð Þ Hr fð Þj j2df : ð4Þ

SNx
is the total molecular absorption noise p.s.d. given the

transmission of symbol x. This noise is contributed by the

background atmospheric noise p.s.d., SNB , and the self-in-

duced noise p.s.d., SNI
x
, which are defined as

SNx
f ; dð Þ ¼ SNB fð Þ þ SNI

x
f ; dð Þ; ð5Þ

SNB fð Þ ¼ lim
d!1

kBT0 1� exp �kabs fð Þdð Þð Þ cffiffiffiffiffiffi
4p

p
f0

� �2

;

ð6Þ

SNI
x
f ; dð Þ ¼ Sx fð Þ 1� exp �kabs fð Þdð Þð Þ c

4pdf0

� �2

; ð7Þ

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T0 is the room tem-

perature, f0 is the design center frequency, and the rest of

the terms are defined as in (1). Note that only when a non-

zero signal is transmitted, e.g., a pulse, the self-induced

noise is non-zero. In other words, pulses suffer from higher

noise.

From [13], the p.d.f. of the multi-user interference

power at the receiver, fI , created by a Poisson field of

interferers that transmit in an unregulated fashion, is given

by

fI ið Þ ¼
1

pi

X1
j¼1

C cjþ 1ð Þ
j!

pk0aC 1� cð Þ
ic

� �j

sin jp 1� cð Þ;

ð8Þ

where i refers to interference power, C �ð Þ stands for the

gamma function, and c and a are two constants related to

the channel path loss and are approximately equal to 0.95

and 1:39 � 10�18, respectively, at THz frequencies [10]. k0

is the spatial Poisson point parameter given by

k0 ¼ kT 2Tp=Ts
� �

pX X ¼ 1ð Þ; ð9Þ

where kT refers to the density of active nodes, Tp refers to

the symbol length, Ts stands for the time between symbols,

and pX X ¼ 1ð Þ refers to the probability of a nano-device to

transmit a pulse. This expression emphasizes the fact that

the transmission of ‘‘silence’’ does not create interference

to other ongoing transmissions.

We can now write the p.d.f. of the channel output

Y conditioned to the transmission of symbol x 2 0; 1½ � as
fY yjX ¼ xð Þ ¼ d y� arjx

� �
� fN 0 n0 ¼ yjX ¼ xð Þ

� 2yfI i ¼ y2
� �� �

; ð10Þ

where d stands for the Dirac delta function, arjx stands for
the received symbol amplitude, obtained from (1), fN 0 is

the p.d.f. of the noise given by (3), fI stands for the p.d.f. of

the interference power given by (8), and � denotes

convolution.

As shown in [9], when considering a 1-bit hard receiver

based on power detection, the system becomes a Binary

Asymmetric Channel (BAC) and is fully characterized by

the four transition probabilities:

pY Y ¼ 0jX ¼ 0ð Þ ¼
Z th2

th1

fY yjX ¼ 0ð Þdy;

pY Y ¼ 1jX ¼ 0ð Þ ¼1� pY Y ¼ 0jX ¼ 0ð Þ;

pY Y ¼ 0jX ¼ 1ð Þ ¼
Z th2

th1

fY yjX ¼ 1ð Þdy;

pY Y ¼ 1jX ¼ 1ð Þ ¼1� pY Y ¼ 0jX ¼ 1ð Þ;

ð11Þ

where th1 and th2 in (11) are two threshold values. Con-

trary to the classical symmetric additive Gaussian noise

channel, in the asymmetric channel, there are two points at

which fY yjX ¼ 0ð Þ and fY yjX ¼ 1ð Þ intersect. For the sys-

tem without interference, th1 and th2 can be analytically

computed from the intersection between two Gaussian

distributions N0 0;N0ð Þ and N0 a1;N1ð Þ respectively, which
results in
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th1;2 ¼
arj1N0

N0�N1

�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2N0N

2
1 log N1=N0ð Þ� 2N2

0N1 log N1=N0ð Þþ a2
rj1N0N1

q

N0�N1

;

ð12Þ

where arj1 is the amplitude of the received signal given that

a pulse has been transmitted and N0 and N1 stand for the

distance dependent noise powers given by (4). For the

general case with multi-user interference, the thresholds

can only be numerically obtained.

Finally, the bit error rate for nanosensors is obtained as

BER ¼ pY Y ¼ 1jX ¼ 0ð ÞpX X ¼ 0ð Þ
þ pY Y ¼ 0jX ¼ 1ð ÞpX X ¼ 1ð Þ:

ð13Þ

Thus, the BER depends on the probability distribution of

the transmitted symbol pX , both directly as well as indi-

rectly through the noise and interference probability dis-

tributions given by (3) and (8). On its turn, the source

probability distribution depends on the coding weight, as

we show next.

3.2 Impact of the coding weight on the bit error rate

In this section, we derive the relation between the coding

weight, the transmitted symbol probability distribution and

the BER for the different error control techniques under

analysis.

We consider that the source at the transmitter generates

k-bit-long constant-length messages. The total number of

possible k-bit messages is given by K ¼ 2k. We also con-

sider that the messages are equiprobable and, thus, the

probability to transmit a given message is p ¼ 1=K. The

weight of a message, defined as the number of bits equal to

‘‘1’’, is denoted by w. For a given k, the total number of

messages W with weight exactly equal to w is given by the

binomial coefficient:

W k;wð Þ ¼
k

w

� �
¼ k!

k � wð Þ!w! : ð14Þ

When the message is transmitted without any further

coding, such as in ARQ, it is easy to show that the message

average weight ~wARQ is equal to

~wARQ ¼ 1

K

Xk
w¼0

wW k;wð Þ ¼ 1

K

Xk
w¼0

k!

k � wð Þ! w� 1ð Þ! ¼
k

2
:

ð15Þ

Therefore, the probability to transmit symbol x 2 0; 1½ � for
ARQ is given by

p
ARQ
X X ¼ 1ð Þ ¼ p

ARQ
X X ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ 1

2
: ð16Þ

Let us now consider that each message is encoded with

n bits, n� k. In general, existing FEC schemes make use of

all the possible codewords independently of their weight.

As a result, it can be shown that

pFECX X ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ pFECX X ¼ 1ð Þ ¼ 1

2
; ð17Þ

which is the same as for ARQ.

For EPC, the objective is to reduce the coding weight in

order to mitigate noise and interference. In our analysis, we

consider two different EPC schemes, namely, EPCI and

EPCII. First, we consider low constant weight codes, such

as ration codes [18]. In this case, in order to be able to

encode all the possible kEPC-bit source messages into

codewords with constant weight wc, the following condi-

tion for the encoded message size nEPCI must be satisfied:

W nEPCI ;wc

� �
� 2k

EPC

: ð18Þ

Second, we consider the case in which a constant weight

is not required, but only the maximum weight is bounded

to wm. Now, the necessary condition on the coded message

length nEPCII is given by

W nEPCII ;0
� �

þW nEPCII ;1
� �

þ . . .þW nEPCII ;wm

� �
�2k

EPC

:

ð19Þ

Then, the probability to transmit symbol x 2 0;1½ � is given
by

pEPCiX X ¼ 1ð Þ ¼ ~wEPCi

nEPCi
;

pEPCiX X ¼ 0ð Þ ¼1� ~wEPCi

nEPCi
;

ð20Þ

where

~wEPCI ¼ wc, for i ¼ I; and

~wEPCII ¼ 1

2k
EPC

Xwm

w¼0

wW nEPCII ;w
� �

, for i ¼ II:
ð21Þ

Finally, for Hybrid EPC with kHEPC-bit-long words, able

to simultaneously keep a low constant code weight wc and

a code distance dc, the codeword length nHEPC is given

by [15]

nHEPC ¼
2k

HEPC dc

2
for even dc

2k
HEPC dc

2

� �
� 1 for odd dc;

8>><
>>:

ð22Þ

and the expected weight is

~wHEPC ¼

dc

2
for even dc

dc

2

� �
� 1

2k
HEPC for odd dc;

8>><
>>:

ð23Þ
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where d�e is the ceiling function.

The probability to transmit symbol x 2 0; 1½ � can be

obtained from (20) with nHEPC and ~wHEPC . Finally, the

BER for each error control technique can be now obtained

by substituting (16), (17) or (20) in (13), for ARQ, FEC

and EPCI, EPCII or HEPC, respectively.

3.3 Packet error rate

Based on the BER, the PER for each error-control scheme

can be calculated as follows. For ARQ, we consider that a

simple CRC is utilized for error detection. Assuming that

all the errors in a packet can be detected, the PER of a

single transmission of a packet with payload l bits is given

by

PERARQ ¼ 1� 1� BERARQ
� �l0

; ð24Þ

where l0 ¼ lþ 16 bits because of the CRC.

For FEC, the block error rate (BLER) is given by

BLERFEC ¼
Xn
j¼tþ1

n

j

� �
BERFEC
� �jð1� BERFECÞ n�jð Þ;

ð25Þ

where n refers to the coded message size or block size and

t is the error correction capability of the code.

Since the packet payload l can be larger than the block

length k, the PER for FEC is finally obtained as

PERFEC ¼ 1� 1� BLERFEC
� � l

kd e ð26Þ

where d l
k
e is the number of blocks per packet payload.

Similarly, when using EPC type I or type II, the total

packet length is increased from l bits to l=kEPC
	 


nEPCi, i 2
[I,II]. The PER can then be written as

PEREPCi ¼ 1� 1� BEREPCi
� � l

kEPC

	 

nEPCi

: ð27Þ

Finally, in the case of HEPC with distance dc, the cor-

recting capability is tc ¼ dc�1
2

� �
, and the BLER and PER

are respectively given by

BLERHEPC ¼
XnHEPC
j¼tcþ1

nHEPC

j

� �
BERHEPC
� �j

ð1� BERHEPCÞ nHEPC�jð Þ;

ð28Þ

and

PERHEPC ¼ 1� 1� BLERHEPC n; tð Þ
� � l

kHEPC

	 

: ð29Þ

Starting from the packet error rate, we can now estimate

the energy consumption and packet latency for the error

control strategies under study.

3.4 Energy consumption

The energy consumption associated to each error control

technique is mainly determined by the energy required per

transmission and the expected number of retransmissions

needed to complete the data transaction. In this section, we

focus on the energy consumption due to communication. In

Sect. 3.6, we will compute the additional energy needed to

perform the associated computational tasks.

The total energy E consumed in the successful trans-

mission and reception of a packet is given by

E ¼ ETX þ ERX; ð30Þ

where ETX is the energy consumed at the transmitter and

ERX is the energy consumed at the receiver.

To estimate these two terms, we proceed as follows. In

our analysis, we consider that nanomachines communicate

in an uncoordinated fashion and without any sort of initial

handshake or channel reservation mechanism. There are

several reasons for this. First of all, when utilizing a pulse-

based modulation such as TS-OOK, there is no carrier to

sense and the detection of individual pulses is challenging

due to their very short duration. Even if possible, the

detection of the pulses on the transmitter side does not

provide relevant information about the channel status at the

receiver. Similarly, the very short duration of the trans-

mitted pulses creates almost virtual orthogonal channels for

nanomachines. Still, interference might occur and we

capture that in our model as described in Sect. 3.1. Finally,

as we showed in [14], an initial handshake is only needed

in case that the nanomachines are likely to be unavailable,

mainly because they deplete their batteries. However, in

this work, we focus on energy-harvesting nanonetworks

with perpetual operation and design the network in a way

that such probability is minimal. In Sect. 3.7, we formulate

the conditions to guarantee the perpetual operation of the

network.

Therefore, in order to successfully transmit a data

packet, a nanomachine needs to complete a two-way

DATA-ACK process for ARQ, and just one-way DATA

transaction for FEC, EPCI/II, and HEPC. The energy

consumption at the transmitter for ARQ is thus given by

E
ARQ
TX ¼ nARQret ED�ARQ

tx þ ECRC þ pD�ARQ
s pA�ARQ

s EA�ARQ
rx

� �
;

ð31Þ

where n
ARQ
ret refers to the expected number of retransmis-

sions, and is given by

nARQret ¼ pD�ARQ
s pA�ARQ

s

� ��1
; ð32Þ

where pD�ARQ
s and pA�ARQ

s refer to the probability of suc-

cessfully receiving a DATA packet and ACK packet,

respectively, and can be obtained from (24), with packet
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length l ¼ lDATA bits and l ¼ lACK bits, respectively. Simi-

larly, ED�ARQ
tx and EA�ARQ

rx stand for the energy to transmit a

DATA packet and the energy to receive an ACK packet.

For any packet with size l bits and probability to transmit

X ¼ 1, pX X ¼ 1ð Þ, the energy consumption in transmission

and in reception can be obtained as

Etx l; ~wð Þ ¼ lEtx�ppX X ¼ 1ð Þ;
Erx lð Þ ¼ lErx�p;

ð33Þ

where Etx�p and Erx�p correspond to the energy to transmit

and detect a pulse, respectively. ECRC in (31) refers to the

energy consumed in computing the CRC field of the DATA

packet, and its derivation is given in Sect. 3.6.

Similarly, the energy consumption for EC = FEC, EPCI/

II or HEPC is given by

EEC
TX ¼ nECret ED�EC

tx þ ED�EC
code

� �
; ð34Þ

where the number of retransmissions is given by

nECret ¼ pD�EC
s

� ��1
: ð35Þ

pD�EC
s is obtained for each error control technique

from (26), (27), (29), respectively. ED�EC
tx in (34) can be

obtained from (33) with the corresponding total number of

bits transmitted with each technique (Sect. 3.3). ED�EC
code

in (34) refers to the energy consumed to code the DATA

packet, and its derivation is given in Sect. 3.6.

In a similar way, the energy consumption at the receiver,

ERX in (30), for ARQ is given by

EARQ
RX ¼ nARQret ED�ARQ

rx þ ECRC þ EA�ARQ
tx

� �
; ð36Þ

and for EC = FEC, EPC-I/II and HEPC can be obtained as

EEC
RX ¼ nECret ED�EC

rx þ ED�EC
decode

� �
: ð37Þ

At this point, all the elements to compute the energy

consumption for all the error control techniques has been

defined.

3.5 Latency

The computation of the packet latency follows a very

similar approach to that of the energy consumption. In

particular, the packet latency for ARQ is given by

TARQ ¼ nARQret TD�ARQ
tx þ TCRC

�
þ pD�ARQ

s pA�ARQ
s 2Tprop þ TCRC þ TA�ARQ

tx

� �
þ 1� pD�ARQ

s pA�ARQ
s

� �
Tt=o

�
;

ð38Þ

where TD�ARQ
tx and TA�ARQ

tx are the DATA transmission

time and ACK transmission time, and can be directly

obtained from the physical-layer data-rate and the DATA

and ACK lengths, respectively. TCRC in (38) refers to the

latency introduced by computing the CRC field of the

DATA packet, and its derivation is given in Sect. 3.6. Tprop
is the propagation time and Tt=o refers to the time-out

before retransmission. The number of retransmissions nARQret

and the probabilities pD�ARQ
s and pA�ARQ

s are computed as

before.

Similarly, for EC=FEC, EPCI/II or HEPC, the packet

latency is given by

TEC ¼ nECret TD�EC
tx þ TEC

code þ pD�EC
s Tprop þ TEC

decode

� ��
þ 1� pD�EC

s

� �
Tt=o

�
;

ð39Þ

where the transmission time TD�EC
tx is computed according to

the physical layer data rate and the total number of bits to be

transmitted with each error control technique EC. TEC
code and

TEC
decode refer to the latency introduced by coding and decoding

the DATA packet, respectively, and their derivation is given

in the next section for the different error control techniques.

3.6 Impact of coding & decoding on energy

and latency

The limited computational capabilities of nanomachines

motivate the utilization of only very simple error control

strategies, such as a 16-bit CRC for error detection in ARQ, a

Hamming (15,11) for single-bit error correction in FEC, and

16-bit low-weight codes forEPCI, EPCII, andHEPC.All these

techniques can be implemented in hardware by a combination

of logic gates and hold and shift registers [16]. This makes

them very attractive for nanonetworks based on resource-

limited nanomachines. In this section, we estimate the energy

and latency introduced by each error control technique.

A CRC can be easily implemented in hardware with a

set of shift registers and a combination of exclusive OR

(XOR) gates. In particular, for the standardized CRC-16

with polynomial generator given by x16 þ x15 þ x2 þ 1, 16

single-bit registers and 3 OR gates are needed. The com-

putation of a CRC for an l-bits-long packet requires a total

of l shift cycles. By considering the energy consumption by

an xor gate to be negligible, the energy, ECRC, consumed to

compute a 16-bit CRC is obtained as

ECRC ¼ 16l Eshift þ Ehold

� �
; ð40Þ

where Eshift and Ehold stand for the energy consumed to

shift and hold the registry value, respectively. Finally, we

need to take into account that the CRC is performed both at

the transmitter and the receiver.

Similarly, the latency introduced by the computation of

a 16-bit CRC is given by
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TCRC ¼ lTcycle; ð41Þ

where Tcycle is the inverse of the clock at the nanomachine.

Hamming codes can also be implemented with a com-

bination of parallel load and shift registers as well as XOR

and AND gates. In particular, for a Hamming (15,11), the

energy EHC consumed to encode k ¼ 11 bits into n ¼ 15

bits is given by,

EHC
code ¼ n Eload þ Eholdð Þ; ð42Þ

where Eload and Ehold stand for the energy consumed to

load and hold the registry value, respectively. As before,

we consider the energy consumed by the AND and XOR

gates, needed to compute each one of the parity bits in the

codeword, to be negligible. Note that this process needs to

be repeated for a total of l=kd e blocks. Then, the coding

latency introduced per block is given by,

THC
code ¼ 2Tcycle; ð43Þ

where we consider that the registers can be load in parallel.

In terms of decoding, the energy EHC
decode consumed in

decoding the n-bit-long block can be computed as

EHC
decode ¼ n Eload þ Eholdð Þ þ n2 Eshift þ Ehold

� �
; ð44Þ

and the latency introduced in the decoding process is

THC
decode ¼ nþ 1ð ÞTcycle; ð45Þ

where we take into account that first the n bits are loaded in

parallel (at once) in n registers and, then, the bits are

shifted one-by-one in n consecutive cycles.

For EPC codes, both type I (constant low weight) and

type II (max-bound low weight), a combination of logic

gates and a total of kEPCi þ nEPCi parallel-load registers are

needed, both to code and decode a block. In this case, the

energy EEPCi consumed for coding/decoding is given by

EEPCi ¼ kEPCi þ nEPCi
� �

Eload þ Eholdð Þ: ð46Þ

This is significantly less energy than that needed for FEC.

Similarly, the latency TEPCi introduced to decode the

received codeword is

TEPCi ¼ 2Tcycle: ð47Þ

As for FEC, this process needs to be repeated for a total of

l=kEPCi
	 


blocks.

Finally, for HEPC, the coding/decoding energy and

latency are given by (42), (43), (44), and (45), respec-

tively, where n should be replaced by nHEPC given by (22).

3.7 Impact of energy harvesting on latency

Nanosensors require energy harvesting systems to replen-

ish their batteries. Amongst others, one of the main

alternatives is to use piezoelectric nano-generators [21],

which convert vibrational and kinetic energy into elec-

tricity by exploiting the piezoelectric behavior of Zinc

Oxide nanowires. Every time that the ZnO nanowires are

compressed or released, a small electric current is gener-

ated. This can be used to recharge an ultra-nano-capacitor

after proper rectification. Our starting point for the analysis

of the impact of energy harvesting on the latency is the

model introduced in [11], which can accurately reproduce

experimental measurements.

We are interested in the energy harvesting rate, i.e., the

speed at which the battery is replenished, kharv. The energy
in battery can be written as

Ebatt ¼
1

2
V2
gCcap 1� exp � DQ

VgCcap

ncycle

� �� �
; ð48Þ

where Vg is the generator voltage, Ccap refers to the ultra-

nano-capacitor capacitance, and DQ is the electric charge

harvested per cycle. From this, the energy harvesting rate is

obtained as:

kharv ¼
oEbatt

oncycle
kcycle

¼ 1

2
CcapV

2
g 2

DQ
VgCcap

exp � DQ
VgCcap

ncycle

� ��

�2
DQ

VgCcap

exp �2
DQ

VgCcap

ncycle

� ��
kcycle; ð49Þ

where kcycle is the vibration frequency or compression-re-

lease rate of the ZnO nanowires, and the rest of parameters

have already been defined.

Similarly as in [20], for the network to operate perpet-

ually and uninterruptedly, the energy consumed during the

transmission and reception of a packet (and all its potential

retransmissions) needs to be at most equal to the energy

harvested between the generation of new packets, i.e.,

E
ARQ=EC
TX � kharvTnew�TX ;

E
ARQ=EC
RX � kharvTnew�RX;

ð50Þ

where Tnew�TX and Tnew�RX refer to the average time

between new transmissions and new receptions, respec-

tively. From Sects. 3.4 and 3.5, it is clear that E
ARQ=EC
TX and

E
ARQ=EC
RX depend on the specific error control strategy.

Therefore, the maximum new packet generation rate also

depends and varies for the different error control tech-

niques in our analysis. Ultimately, the average throughput

S that nanomachines can achieve also changes with the

different error control techniques, and can be calculated as

S ¼ lDATA

max Tnew�TX ; Tnew�RXf g ;
ð51Þ

where lDATA refers to the actual data bits per packet.
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4 Numerical results

In this section, we numerically compare the performance of

the different error control techniques under study, in terms

of BER, PER, energy consumption, latency and maximum

throughput under the energy-harvesting constraint.

In our numerical analysis, we use the following

parameter values. Pulses in TS-OOK are modeled as the

first time derivative of a one-hundred-femtosecond long

Gaussian pulse with a total energy of 1 aJ (which corre-

sponds to a peak power of approximately 1 lW). The pulse

duration is Tp ¼ 100 fs, and the symbol duration is

Ts ¼ 10 ps. Unless the contrary is stated, the density of

active nodes kT in (9) is equal to 1 node/mm2. The THz

band channel is modeled as in [10], for a standard gaseous

medium with 10% of water vapor molecules. The THz

band channel model, including path-loss and molecular

absorption noise, the propagation of femtosecond-long

pulses, and the impact of multi-user interference models

have been previously validated by means of frequency and

time-domain electromagnetic simulations with COMSOL

Multi-physics [7].

For the computation of the energy consumption and

latency introduced by computation of the CRC or coding and

decoding with the different techniques, we consider that

Eload ¼ Ehold ¼ Eshift ¼ 0:1 aJ, and Tcycle ¼ 1 ps. These val-

ues have been estimated from the expected capabilities and

constraints of nanoscale processors, first discussed in [2].

The piezoelectric energy harvesting system has the

following parameters as in [11]. We consider a capacitor

with Ccap ¼ 9 nF charged at Vg ¼ 0:42 hboxV for the

computation of the energy in the nano battery (48). For the

computation of the energy harvesting rate kharv in (49), an

ambient vibration with an average time between vibrations

kcycle ¼ 50 cycles/s is considered. The charge DQ har-

vested per cycle is 6 pC.

4.1 Bit and packet error rate

The BER, given by (13), for the different error control

techniques is shown in Fig. 1 as a function of the distance

between the transmitter and the receiver. Contrary to

classical wireless networks, in which the BER only

depends on the modulation and SNR at the receiver, in

nanonetworks, different error control techniques result in

different BER. This is a result of the relation between the

different error control techniques and the coding weight.

The word length k, codeword size n, average coding weight

~w and resulting probability to transmit a pulse pX X ¼ 1ð Þ
for each coding technique are summarized in Table 1.

Clearly, for HEPC with minimum coding weight, the BER

before decoding is the lowest. On the contrary, for both

ARQ and FEC, which transmit 0s and 1s with the same

probability, the BER before decoding is almost one order

of magnitude higher than for HEPC. The different varia-

tions of EPC codes range in between these two bounds.

Similarly, in Fig. 2, the PER for ARQ, FEC, EPCs and

HEPC, given respectively by (24), (26), (27) and (29), is

shown as a function of the transmission distance. There are

several observations to be made. First, focusing only the

ARQ and FEC, the behavior is as expected: the former

exhibits the worst PER, whereas the latter is able to sig-

nificantly increase the transmission distance, as a result of

what is commonly referred to as hop extension. This

improvement in terms of PER could be also used to reduce

the transmission power and, thus, the energy consumption.

However, adaptive transmission power control is out of the

capabilities of nanomachines. Second, despite HEPC is

able to minimize the BER before decoding, the need to

transmit very long codewords to minimize the average

coding weight results into a very high PER, even if the

HEPC we use can correct all one-bit errors. Finally, EPCs

on their turn are able to minimize the PER beyond that of

FEC. This is inline with our results in [9], where we

showed there is an optimal coding weight for which the

system performance is maximized, different from the

minimal coding weight.

4.2 Energy consumption

The energy consumption in transmission and in reception,

ETX and ERX , respectively, are shown in Fig. 3 for the

different error control techniques and as a function of the

distance between the transmitter and the receiver. For the

computation of E we have taken into account both the

communication energy consumption, given in Sect. 3.4,

and the computation energy consumption, given in

Sect. 3.6. There are several observations to be made. First,
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Fig. 1 BER for different error control techniques
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the energy consumption at the receiver (denoted by the

dashed lines) is significantly higher than the energy con-

sumption at the transmitter, mainly because the receiver

does not benefit from the reduction of the coding weight in

its communication energy consumption (33), and, more-

over, the decoding process is usually much more energy

demanding. Second, the lower PER achieved by EPCs

allows them to reduce the number of retransmissions and

this results into clear energy savings. This will be espe-

cially beneficial when taking into account the harvesting

limitations below.

A summary of the coding/decoding energy consumption

is given in Table 1. Despite EPCs require more energy to

encode a codeword than FEC, the much lower decoding

energy allows EPCs to achieve overall energy savings. The

decoding of HEPC requires a very large amount of energy,

mainly because of the very long codewords needed to

reduce the coding weight. It is also relevant to note that the

hardware implementation of a CRC-16 field results in non-

negligible energy consumption both at the transmitter and

the receiver.

4.3 Latency

In Fig. 4, the packet latencyT, which is given by (38) and (39)

for ARQ and the other error control mechanisms, respectively,

is shownas a functionof the transmission distance. The trend is

very similar to that of the energy explained above, and it is

mainly governed by the large number of retransmissions nee-

ded to successfully transmit a packet. In Table 1, the latency

due to coding/decoding introduced by each technique is pre-

sented. It is relevant to note that the delay introducedbyARQis

almost one order magnitude larger than that introduced by

EPCs. When it comes to FEC, the delay introduced in the

coding process is almost negligible when compared to the

decoding delay. HEPC suffers from very long codewords,

which result into very longs delay especially in terms of

decoding.

4.4 Throughput

As discussed in Sect. 3.7, the need for nanomachines to

harvest energy to operate results into a major constraint on

Table 1 Summary of the parameters associated to each error control technique

ARQ FEC EPCI EPCI EPCII EPCII HEPC

CRC-16 Hamm (15,11) wc ¼ 0:4n wc ¼ 0:3n wm ¼ 0:4n wm ¼ 0:3n dc ¼ 3

Block size k 1024 11 16 16 16 16 4

Number of blocks 1 94 64 64 64 64 256

Codeword size n 1024 15 20 22 19 21 31

Average weight ~w 512 7.5 8 6 5.98 5.43 1.94

Pulse probability 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.27 0.31 0.25 0.06

Total num of bits l 1040 1410 1280 1408 1216 1344 7936

Energy Ecode (fJ) 3.28 0.28 0.46 0.49 0.45 0.47 1.59

Energy Edecode (fJ) 3.28 4.23 0.46 0.49 0.45 0.47 49.20

Latency Tcode (ns) 1.02 0.19 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.51

Latency Tdecode (ns) 1.02 1.50 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 8.19
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Fig. 2 PER for different error control techniques
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the achievable throughput. In Fig. 5, the throughput

S given by (51), is illustrated as a function of the distance,

for the different error control techniques under study (solid

lines). For illustration purposes, we plot in the same figure

the achievable throughput without the energy-harvesting

constraints (dashed line). As in terms of energy consump-

tion and latency, EPCs can maximize the throughput under

the energy-harvesting constraint. Still, the very low rate at

which the energy harvester operates results into a reduction

of the throughput by almost three orders of magnitude.

5 Conclusions

Nanonetworkswill boost the applications of nanotechnology

in many fields of our society, ranging from healthcare to

homeland security and environmental protection. However,

there are many challenges in enabling the communication in

nanonetworks.We acknowledge that there is still a long way

to go before having autonomous nanomachines, but we

believe that hardware-oriented research and communica-

tion-focused investigations will benefit from being con-

ducted in parallel from an early stage.

In this paper, we have performed a joint physical and

link layer analysis of error control techniques for

nanonetworks. In particular, we have developed a mathe-

matical framework to investigate the tradeoffs between

error correction capabilities, energy consumption and

latency, for a total of five different error control schemes,

which included ARQ based on a 16-bit CRC, FEC based on

Hamming (15,11) codes, constant and bound low-weight

EPCs, and a hybrid EPC able to minimize the coding

weight while guaranteeing a minimum distance to allow

error correction. The analysis has capture the peculiarities

of the THz-band channel, the physical layer, the network

layer, the computational resources needed to implement the

aforementioned error control techniques and the need of

energy harvesting systems for perpetual operation. The

results show low-weight EPCs, which are designed with

the behavior of molecular absorption noise and multi-user

interference in mind, achieve the lower PER, specially for

interference-limited scenarios. As a result, they area also

able to minimize both the energy consumption and latency.
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